


!  https://youtu.be/wW253CUrm1A?t=27s 



!  How do you situate yourself  as a writer of  erotic 
fiction in the context of  history and society?  

!  What mask do you wear as a writer, and what truth is 
it revealing? 



!  Petronius’ Satyricon was 
written during the reign of  
the Emperor Nero. 

!  Not only was the content 
satirical and aimed at 
exposing hypocrisy 
THROUGH the shameless 
flaunting of  libertinage. 

!  But the form of  the prose is 
revolutionary in its own right 
– being novelistic. 



!  Bocaccio’s 
Decameron 
was written 
during an 
outbreak of  
the plague. 

!  The plague 
was 
considered to 
be a 
punishment 
for the sins of  
man. 



!  Marguerite of  Navarre’s 
Heptameron was written as the 
clouds gathered for a terrible 
clash between Catholicism and 
Protestantism in Europe. 

!  Although not a Protestant 
herself, she was a passionate 
defender of  reformers both 
within and outside the Catholic 
church. 

!  Wrote Miroir de l'âme pécheresse  - 
a poem of  religious mysticism – 
blatant masochism -  addressing 
Jesus as a lover. 



!  John Wilmott, 2nd Earl of  
Rochester’s writing followed in the 
wake of  a long 2 bloody English 
civil wars, and the Restoration. 
Philosophically, his work is also 
thought to be a satirical refutation 
of  the preference of  reason over the 
senses. 

!  De Sade was writing as the French 
monarchy was imploding – 
corruption and impunity.  

!  The Philosophy of  the Boudoir is 
considered by Angela Carter 
(Sadean Woman)  to be a portrait of  
the real excesses of  the Church & 
Aristocracy 



!  It’s not accidental that 
the Victorian era saw an 
explosion of  erotic texts 
published – usually 
privately and in 
pamphlet form 

!  The blatant hypocrisy of  
a culture that covered 
piano-legs while it used 
the lower classes as 
disposable sex objects 
demanded a response. 

!  subversion here is not a 
condemnation of  
human eroticism but 
calling to account of  a 
society that practiced its 
eroticism in the closet 
and  punished those 
who didn’t stay in the 
closet. 



!  D.H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley challenged the social 
order of  class, and of  the view of  a woman as a breeding 
mare whose womb can be ‘polluted’. 

!  Anais Nin & Marguerite Duras challenged the concept of  
women as passive receptors of  male desire. 

!  Miller & Nabokov confronted the myth of  ‘civilized’ man  



! The canon of  erotic fiction is a list 
of  uncomfortable social truths 
disguised as fictions. 

! What are contemporary 
uncomfortable truths? 





!  Take a moment to think about it, then write on a piece 
of  paper in single words or very short phrases who you 
are. 



!  Primordial perception 

!  In the womb – where all our needs are met before we 
even have a sensation of  need 

!  After birth, the shock of  suddenly knowing need, and 
the drive to express it. (the primordial lack – the hole at 
the centre of  this ring) 

!  The baby as the centre of  the universe where, at first, 
even ‘mother’ is not a separate entity. 



!  The Mirror Stage 

!  The image we recognize as me and yet not me is the ‘I’ – the 
formation of  the ego in relation to other – which is always 
partially ‘other’ the moment we see it. 

!  This failure of  the self-image to capture the essential of  ‘me’ and 
trade it for the ‘I’ which can be performed for others is the hole in 
the centre of  this ring. 

!  An imaginary ‘wholeness’ of  self  constituted as a representation 
with which to enter the social world (if  there were no ‘other’, 
there would be no reason for me to have to identify or describe 
myself.) 

!  The realm of  the fantasy and the gaze. 

. 



!  The contemporary emphasis on the production and 
performance of  the ‘self ’ 

!  Until you acknowledge the ‘pressure’ of  the social 
world, you have little chance of  making choices that 
resist it. 



! Brings us into the social order 

! Language constitutes desire 

! We are taught what to desire 

! The myth of  the blowjob 



!  Tran. Enjoyment. (Lego-social) / Barthe’s Bliss 

!  Beyond the Pleasure Principle 

!  Is always haunted by the illusive spectre of  something 
beyond pleasure 

!  Allows for the irruption of  the Real 

!  You will always fail to write jouissance if  you try to address it 
head-on 

!  It can only be approached laterally  



!  Masculine or phallic jouissance 
!  Is sought based on an envisioned fantasy of  desire 
!  Must always fail because of  language 

!  Feminine jouissance 
!  Experienced only by women and ‘mystical’ men? (I disagree) 
!  Does not fail because it does not preconceive the experience 

in language 

!  The jouissance of  the other 
!  Imagines that the other has access to pleasure denied to you 

(the core of  racism, prejudice, bigotry) by the super-ego, by 
identification with a nationality, a moral code, a foundational 
ideology. 



!  Always beyond the pleasure principle 

!  Focuses on the intersection between pleasure/bliss and 
ugliness/disgust/displeasure/pain/fear 

!  Stella’s examples of  yesterday – Malin James, the Nin 
and the Miller. 



!  Text of  pleasure:  the text that contents, fills, grants euphoria: 
the text that comes from culture and does not break with it, is 
linked to the comfortable practice of  reading. Text of  bliss: the 
text that imposes a state of  loss, the text that discomforts, 
unsettles the reader’s historical, cultural, psychological 
assumptions, the consistency of  his tastes, values, memories, 
brings to a crisis his relation to language. 

(Barthes, Roland. The Pleasure of  the Text. Trans. 
Richard Miller. New York: Hill & Wang, 1975. Print.) 



!  Such is the inexplicable fate we've been doomed to by our 
refusal to accept fate (fate's unacceptable nature). We can 
only throw ourselves into a pursuit of  signs related to 
emptiness at the same time as maintaining desire. We're 
alive only at the top of  the crest, a flag flying high as the 
ship goes down. With the slightest relaxation, the 
banality of  pleasure or boredom would supervene. We 
can breathe only at the extreme limit of  a world in which 
bodies open in which the nakedness we desire is obscene. 

(Bataille, Georges. Guilty. Trans. Bruce Boone. Venice, CA: 
The Lapis Press, 1988. Print.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5XCnGuK8CVc 



!  “From that day on she felt inside herself  with fascination. The lights off, the house 
asleep, she lay on her back, her legs spread eagle, groping underneath her pink, 
flannel nightie, past her round belly into herself. She put a finger and then two 
inside. She turned herself  over, squatting on her knees, quietly, hunched up 
underneath her covers, her head and shoulders pressing against her pillow. She put 
two then three then four fingers inside. Afterward, in those moments before sleep 
takes over, her breath slowing down and steadying, she put her fingers to her face 
and smelled her earthy smell and licked her hand. I’m big, she thought. I’m big like 
a woman who’s had three children.  

When she bathed, she practiced more. The water lubricating her, in went one finger 
then two then three. Soon her hand slid deftly in. She then put bars of  soap and 
within weeks, shampoo bottles inside of  herself. Up went her rubber ducky. Up 
went the washcloth.. She got infections. Ingrown pubic hairs. Yeast infections. 
Bladder infections. Pelvic inflammatory disease. Her mother took her to a 
gynecologist… She lay propped up on a table her feet in stirrups as he put in a 
speculum and said just relax, oh that’s great, and she thought yeah, you think that’s 
relaxed, you should see what I can fit up there and she closed her eyes as he 
prodded around inside of  her and she imagined sucking him up there, where she 
had had the rubber ducky last night...” 

(Bomer, Paula. Inside Madeleine. New York: Soho Press. 2014.) 



!  “We spend the night exchanging handwritten notes, using a pad and pen the 
barman has supplied, you writing words you have never spoken, will never 
speak. Your writing is spidery as a child’s first efforts. I wish I’d kept them, 
those marks on paper which form a loop that binds us and pulls us back to my 
flat where we undress in silence and haste in my candlelit bedroom. 

And I am not prepared at all for the sounds that rip out of  you when you 
come, the death rattle of  pleasure, more bestial than human, which pierce the 
room like a gaggle of  bats bursting into the night sky from the dark recess of  a 
cave and filling it with Minerva’s screeches; from your cock is released a flock 
of  snow-white doves. Trained in silence, locked in speechlessness, you are 
unschooled, untamed, letting go of  sounds as you let go of  your orgasm, in 
violent bursts that tear like an incision in flesh. Then you sink back into a big-
grinned muteness that says everything there is to say about what we have just 
shared.” 

 (Kemp, Jonathan. Twentysix. London: Myriad Editions, 2011. Print.) 


